
Fashion Fame and Still Life is a vintage-savvy stylish pop-up shop with a photography twist, showcasing artistic 
brands and collections by an entrepreneurial duo of Haitian-decent. Key staples of the event feature vintage 
collections displayed by Vingtace and photography shoots by Jay L.A. Photography open to the public. A diverse 
selection of 3-5 creative vendors and performing and visual artists alike are featured in each FFSL installment, given a 
platform to demonstrate alternative creative professional talents and brands to the Brooklyn community. A portion of 
the proceeds made from product and service sales and raffled items are donated to Haiti relief.  
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Fashion and Photography Pop-Up Shop Honors Art for Haiti    

 (July 13, 2011), New York, N.Y. – Vintage connoisseur and image consultant, Kim 
Charles, and photographer, Jay L.A. Bastien, host Fashion, Fame and Still Life (FFSL), 
an eclectic live art and performance pop-up shop at Fort Greene’s Shop, Talk & Art 
Gallery, on Saturday, July 16, from 3-8 p.m.  

In an effort to highlight independent creative brands in support of relief for Haiti, 
Fashion, Fame and Still Life is introduced as platform to illustrate alternative creative 
professional talents and brands to the Brooklyn community, particularly those of 
Haitian decent. The retro-funk vintage fashion, art and photography themed 
showcase boasts an on-site photo shoot open to the public, live visual artist 
performances, and a variety of local artsy vendors.  

Participating vendors include paintings & photography by Haitian artists and photographers; open photo shoot 
set by Jay L.A. Photography; vintage clothing and accessory collection by Vingtace; jewelry collection by Le 
Bastien; live paintings & portraits, by Amit; fashion go green collection by Eldenwa, by Ellen Wagner; and 
delectable sounds by DJ C Boogie. FFSL sponsors include Bow Tie Navy and Avenue Pink.  Five percent of the 
proceeds made in purchases and raffle tickets will be donated to support Haitian relief efforts.     

Creative entrepreneur duo Kim Charles and Jay L.A. Bastien merged their passion for the arts to present a 
unique experience that highlights creative trends and business endeavors from a Haitian Diaspora perspective. 
Charles and Bastien’s respective business ventures, in fashion and photography, seek to illustrate various 
imaginative formats in their collaboration that emphasize alternative paths, as limitless artists, as the Basquiats 
of this era. 

For more information on vending and booking opportunities at Fashion, Fame and Still Life, visit 
http://www.fashionfamestilllife.info/contact-us.html. For media inquiries, contact Jasu Sims at 
jasu.sims@gmail.com. Connect with the Fashion, Fame and Still Life community on Facebook (FFSL Fan page) 
http://on.fb.me/pIDlEy; (FFSL July 2011) http://on.fb.me/oSLmg8; Twitter #FFSL; and, via SocietyHAE at 
http://bit.ly/k44xWa 
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